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Bloomsbury Publishing PLC. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Power of Reading:
From Socrates to Twitter, Frank Furedi, Power of Reading is a natural companion to Christopher
Booker's bestselling The Seven Basic Plots (Continuum) and John Gross's seminal study The Rise
and Fall of the Man of Letters (Weidenfeld and Nicolson). Eminent cultural and social historian
Frank Furedi presents here an eclectic and entirely original history of reading. The very act of
reading and the choice of reading material endow individuals with an identity that possesses great
symbolic significance. Already in ancient Rome, Cicero was busy drawing up a hierarchy of
different types of readers. Since that time people have been divided into a variety of categories -
literates and illiterates, intensive and extensive readers, or vulgo and discreet readers. In the 19th
Century, accomplished readers were praised as 'men of letters' while their moral opposites were
described as 'unlettered'. Today distinctions are made between cultural and instrumental readers
and scorn is communicated towards the infamous 'tabloid reader'. The purpose of this book is to
explore the changing meanings attributed to the act of reading. Although it has an historical
perspective, the book's focus is very much on the...
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The most e ective publication i ever read through. I could possibly comprehended almost everything using this composed e pdf. I am very easily could get
a enjoyment of reading through a composed pdf.
-- O pa l B a uch V-- O pa l B a uch V

It in one of the best book. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You wont feel monotony at at any moment of the time (that's
what catalogues are for regarding in the event you check with me).
-- Dr . K r istin Dickens-- Dr . K r istin Dickens
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